SPRING 1 2020:

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24 - SUNDAY APRIL 5, 2020

SESSION BREAK:
MONDAY, APRIL 6 - SUNDAY, APRIL 12, 2020 (EASTER SUNDAY: APRIL 12, 2020)

AQUATIC SPECIALTY EXERCISE CLASSES…WORLD CLASS CHOREOGRPAHY
A real Favorite… AQUA POWER
CIRCUIT
**Beginner to advanced levels
welcome. ***

AQUA “KICK IT UP A NOTCH”
CROSS TRAINING
***Beginner to advanced levels
welcome. ***

A 55-minute combination of
athletic aquatic challenges using
weights, medicine balls, bands,
in
water
spinning
bikes,
Acquapoles, aqua treadmills,
aqua steppers, bands, hydro
cross training bars, Bells and
more. Enjoy the super energy of
the instructors leading a great
hour
of
aquatic
exercise
challenges. Moderate to High
Intensity!
6 CLASSES
TIME
8:00 AM

FEE $75.00
DAY
SUN

55 MINUTE CLASS

Aqua Spinning
CLIENT INFORMATION








No swim skills necessary.
Participants must wear pool
shoes.
Arrive at least 15 minutes
early for first class.
Bathing suits, bike shorts,
sport tops, board shorts all
suitable attire.
New participants can
check AQUA SPINNING TIPS
@ www.aquaticsis.com for
additional information and
spinning tips.
Certified HYDRO-RIDER
Instructors: Aquatics Is, Inc.

Aqua Spin

6 CLASSES
FEE: $75.00
CLASS TIME
NIGHT
TIME
6:00 PM
MON
7:00 AM
6:00 PM
TUES
6:00 PM
THUR





6 CLASSES
FEE $75.00
TIME
DAY
10:00 AM
MON
1:00 PM
THUR
55 MINUTE CLASS

Aqua Easy Spin “just crusin”

***Beginner to advanced riders welcome.
***Moderate to High Intensity Level Class
Enjoy in-water spinning on aquatic stainless-steel
bikes. Individual attention and training will allow for
every client to succeed and challenge their level
appropriately. The perfect way to stay motivated
and in shape during the hot weather and active
season of the year! This class will combine the
cardio ride with a powerful strength and toning
segment and is perfect for all levels of intensity, for
triathlon cross training, for sport specific training,
for burning calories and weight loss. A fantastic
workout, for anyone regardless of how fit, flexible
or
coordinated.

AQUATICS

This is a 55 MINUTE Interval
cardio/strength
circuit
combination class.
Featuring
the new “AQUA WORKOUT
CAGE.” Burn calories by doing
high energy interval training on
aqua
steppers,
treadmills,
spinning bikes, and more.
Total body strength challenges
using weighted balls, hand
weights, exercise bands, Aqua
Bars,
bands,
AcquaPoles,
Aqualogix, Hydrotone and more.
Every muscle group challenged.
This class is like personal
training at a group class fee! All
intensity levels welcome.

55 MIN
DAY
TUES

***Beginners to advanced riders welcome. ***
Spin at your level and challenge your cardio
fitness, trunk strength and endurance. The perfect
way to stay motivated and in shape during the Fall
season. Easy spin classes emphasize the safety of
your joints and spine while you enjoy the warm
water and spinning experience. This class offers a
great combination of an easy to moderate intensity
ride and a strength/tone segment. Perfect for all
ages and designed to improve movement and
strength as well as stamina.
6 CLASSES
CLASS
TIME
DAY
1:15 PM
MON
10:00 AM
FRI

FEE: $75.00

55 MIN

CLIENT INFORMATION

Address of Aquatic Facility: 971 E Lancaster Ave.
Enter through main entrance. There is a security buzz in for the second door. Sign in to pool log located to your
left as you enter the main lobby.
PARKING: Please do not park in any resident parking spaces marked in front of the building or to the right of the
building. Parking available in the lower front lot and side (left) of the building. Thank you

AQUATIC GROUP CLASSES
AQUATICS IS…EMPOWERING

AQUATICS IS…CHALLENGING

WATER WALKING
45’ Class
Experience the POWER of the water to increase your
cardiovascular health, stamina, muscle strength, posture,
balance and flexibility. This 45-minute class will JUMP
START your METABOLISM FOR INCREASED ENERGY!
Walking/runnng in the water benefits are the same as
walking on land!!! Almost everyone can walk/run in the
water. All skill and intensity levels encouraged to
participate. Excellent class for clients looking to reduce
stress on joints and spine.
Instructors: Joanne & Andrea
Aquatics Is, Inc. Staff
Ashbridge Aquatic Facility
TIME
DAY
9:00-9:45 AM MON
9:00-9:45 AM WED
9:00-9:45 AM FRI
TIME
NIGHT
7:00-7:45 PM MON

AQUA AEROBICS
45’ class
A total body AQUATIC fitness experience without joint
stress. This 45-minute class is designed to challenge
men and women. Improve your cardiovascular
endurance, muscle tone and strength, flexibility, trunk
strength, agility, balance and speed.
Embrace the
awesome power of water, have fun, and get fit. All
equipment supplied. Excellent class for women and men.
***Beginner to advanced levels welcome***Moderate to
high intensity level class.
Instructors: Joanne
Aquatics Is, Inc. Staff
WHERE: Ashbridge Aquatic Facility
TIME
DAY
7:00 – 7:45 AM
MON
10:00 – 10:45 AM WED
TIME
NIGHT
7:00 – 7:45 PM
TUES
7:00 – 7:45 PM
THURS

6 CLASSES - 1X WEEK FEE $55.00
12 CLASSES-2X WEEK FEE $100.00

6 CLASSES - 1X WEEK FEE $55.00
12 CLASSES-2X WEEK FEE 100.00

AQUATICS IS… gentle, soothing and perfect for your joints!!
ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION AQUATIC EXERCISE PROGRAM – 45’ class
“The Arthritis Foundation Aquatic Program is one of the Arthritis Foundations’ Life Improvement

Series. The program is a recreational program designed for people of any age living with arthritis,
rheumatic diseases, or related muscular/skeletal conditions. It provides socialization, education,
and independence incorporating a wellness concept for symptom management and quality of life as
people with arthritis “Take Control” to help them maintain independence and enjoy life.”
Participants must wear shoes. No swim skills necessary Warm water, shallow pool, easy access.
Instructors: AF Certified Staff, Aquatics Is, Inc.
CHOOSE THE DAY(S) THAT WORK FOR YOU
TIME
11:00 AM
2:00 PM

NO TIME LIMIT ON PURCHASE

DAY(S)
MON, FRI
TUES, WED, THURS

10 CLASSES - FEE $50.00
20 CLASSES - FEE $80.00

CONTACT INFORMATION: AQUATICS IS, INC
WEBSITE: www.aquaticsis.com
PHONE: 484-354-2720
EMAIL: register@aquaticsis.com

AQUATICS IS INC… STUDIO ‘E’

LAND FITNESS CLASSES

WOMEN’S SELF DEFENSE (CHECK WEB SITE FOR SPECIFIC DATES AND TIMES)
Anne Kirk is the Director of Women’s Self Protection for Krav Maga Universal and a graduate of
Wingate Institutes Krav Maga program in Israel. She has pioneered a Women’s Self Protection
program teaching women from 4 to 84 that they are worth protecting. She believes the first line of
self-protection is knowing that you are worth protecting. Self-Defense training is a vital tool not
just for resolving physical confrontations, but also for avoiding them entirely. Women's SelfDefense will address the specific threats women may be confronted with should a hostile scenario
arise using the principles of Krav Maga to hone situational awareness and teach practical
techniques to quickly incapacitate even larger or more powerful opponents through targeted strike
zones and body-mass leverage. Kirk's Martial Arts and Krav Maga focuses primarily on the
eponymous Krav Maga fighting style. Unlike many other martial arts, the tools learned through
Krav Maga training are based purely on practical Self-Defense techniques in situations without
rules or competitive regulations. Our priority is immediate safety by any means necessary, and the
principles of Krav Maga carry over uniquely to our Women's Self-Defense course.
6 CLASSES

FEE: $100.00 60’ CLASS COMING SPRING 2, CHECK WEBSITE FOR DATES

KETTLEBELLS
Ditch the dumbbells and fall in love with KETTLE BELLS.
Discover why KETTLE BELLS are called the busy person's
solution to fat burning, cardio and fitness. Chester
County's top personal trainer Les Jiles will show you the
safe, effective way to strengthen, sculpt, and tone your
body - plus increase your stamina - with this popular
workout. Bring yoga mat or towel. Note: Experience is
preferred; new participants should consider the Beginner
Intro
KETTLE
BELL
Class.
6 CLASSES FEE: $75.00 55’ CLASS
TIME
DAY
7:30 PM
WED
9:30 AM
SAT

BEGINNER KETTLE BELLS
This class is for those wanting to challenge their
fitness level and a first time to Kettle bells. This
class is designed to teach the 7 primary Kettle Bell
moves while safely coaching individuals with hip,
back, knee, shoulder pain, or injury. Start with this
Kettle bell class to build a safe and awesome
foundation for your individual fitness level.
Strengthen muscles, improve your endurance and
energy, and tone your body
6 CLASSES FEE: $75.00 55’ CLASS
TIME
DAY
7:30 PM
TUES

MAT PILATES

BODY TONE

is a low-impact exercise class that builds strength,
tones the muscles and creates a long, lean body
frame. Mat Pilates is an effective, precise set of
exercises. It’s accessible to everyone at any level
of fitness and provides countless benefits. Mat
Pilates will teach the foundations of the exercise,
easing new participants into the workout.

Tone and strengthen your muscles in a Low
intensity class designed to introduce land
exercise using hand weights, resistance bands,
strength training. A gentle approach to strength
training individualized for success.

6 CLASSES
TIME

FEE: $75.00 55’ CLASS
DAY

10:15 AM

TUES

6 CLASSES

FEEE $75.00

TIME
DAY
11:15 AM FRI

55’CLASS

YOGA INSPIRED STRETCHING
The benefits of stretching are countless. From
improved flexibility and balance to increased
injury prevention and muscle performance.
Stretching is as important as forms of exercise,
maybe even more. In this class we will combine
gentle stretching exercises with mindful
breathing
and
stress
relieving
dynamic
movements. We will focus on releasing tension
in the large muscle groups with a goal of
increasing flexibility and total body relaxation.
6 CLASSES
TIME
9:00 AM

FEE: $75.00

55’ CLASS

DAY
THURS

BallettoneTM by Barre above® Holly Doss,
Certified Instructor
Fusion style conditioning for the “non” dancer,
dance Pilates and fitness. A fun invigorating
workout to develop core strength, muscular
endurance, dynamic balance and flexibility
without the use of equipment or props.

FLOW.....





FUNCTIONAL
LINKING
OF MOVEMENTS
WITHOUT STOPPING

6 CLASSES

FEE: $75.00.00 55’ CLASS

TIME

DAY

10:45 AM

SAT

CORE, CARDIO & POWER
This
class
is
based
on
“FUNCTIONAL
FITNESS”, integrating muscle groups to move
together and perform exercise tasks resulting in
increased cardio endurance, weight loss and
improved strength. Individual coaching in a group
setting with attention to healthy back exercises,
safe progressions and joint stability. All levels
welcome.
CARDIO-Improve your heart health, endurance and
stamina with intervals and total body movements.
POWER- Move through appropriate progressions:
Learn how to add more reps, more sets, more
resistance and speed to increase your power.
Class includes TRX, Battle ropes, BOSU, exercise
balls, bands, hand weights and more. The KEY to a
pain free and injury free body!
6 CLASSES FEE: $75.00 55’ CLASS
TIME
DAY
6:00 PM
THUR
CLIENT INFORMATION


Bring personal Yoga Mat or towel for Studio
Classes.

STUDIO 'E' ENTRANCE is located in the rear of
the Ashbridge Manor building. Do not enter through
the main entrance facing route 30. Ashbridge Manor
is located across from Wegmans on business route
30 in Downingtown. Follow the road around the
back of the Ashbridge Manor and where the road
goes under the building, there are steps to enter
Studio 'E'. Parking is available to the side and behind
the Studio.

UNLIMITED MEMBERSHP SPRING 2 2020 (FULL SESSION PAYMENTS ONLY) CASH, CHECK,CREDIT CARD

UNLIMITED MEMBERSHIP DEAL FOR ONLY $130.00
Warm and Sunny weather brings new & more opportunities and outside activities. Let’s work together so you have lots of energy and
are ready to meet all those challenges! Our
schedule brings great flexibility and choices to match your schedule and increase your frequency of exercise.
Try new things and have fun!
UNLIMITED CLASSES ...any day, any time!!!
AQUATIC CLASSES INCLUDED IN "UNLIMITED MEMBERSHIP
CARDIO AQUA AEROBICS
CARDIO AQUA SPIN
CARDIO WATER WALK
CARDIO AQUA EASY SPIN
CARDIO AQUA CIRCUIT
ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION CLASSES
STUDIO 'E' CLASSES INCLUDED IN "UNLIMITED MEMBERSHIP
BODY TONE
BEGINNER KETTLEBELLS
CORE CARDIO AND POWER
TRX TRAINING
MAT PILATES
YOGA INSPIRED STRETCH

